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Well-known in the literature. a profit tax on an unregulated 
monopoly will not alter the optim외 posi다on of price and output. 
Given that unregulated monopoly is few 없ld far in between. it 
has little prac다cal relevance. This paper presents for the first 
time a paradox: A profit tax can indeed alter the optim외 price 
and output 없ld as such may lead to a welfare improvement in 
the case of a rate-of-retum-re밍llated monopoly. In addition. it 
does not require extraneous assumptions of increasing retums 
to scale 없ld/or very convex demand curve. 
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1. Introduction 

In the United States one of the major business 없xes is the 

corporate income or profits 떠x. The impact of such a 떠x on the 

decisions of an unregulated monop이ist has been known for over 

160 years. I It is well known that a tax on the profits of an 

unregulated firm does not ch와1ge the. position of the mar.밍nal 
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revenue 없ld cost curves. ThUS. it does not alter the filln’s optimum 

price 밍1d ouφut. This neutr려ity of the profit tax is a long

established and well-accepted principle in both perfect còmpetition 

and unregulated monopoly models. While unregulated monopolies 

are quite rare. regulated monopoly is common. Despite deregulatory 

efforts. rate-of-retum regulation w피 continue to impact a signific없1t 

portion of certain industries.2 Since the seminal work of Averch 

and Johnson (1962). there has been a vast amount of theoretical 

킹1d empiric외 research on regulated filIns.3 Despite these analyses. 

the research on the effects of a corporate income tax on a 

regulated fiIIn is rather scanty. πle only published an외lysis of the 

profit tax is in B려ley (1 973) who cited the unpublished work of 

Day하1 (1 973). Dayan detelIuined the impact of a profits tax on 

factor employment and output. The purpose of this paper is to 

inves디gate 암le impact of this 없X on welfare. In paπicular. we show 

for the first time that imposing a profits tax can lead to an 

1 See for example Coumot (1 838). Wicksell (1 896). and Edgewoπh (1925). 
An excellent source on the historical development of the profit tax can be 
found in Musgrave (1959). 

2 For example. in 야le electric utility industry only 암le generation of 
리ec띠ci양 is or will be deregulated. ηle transmission 뻐d distribution of 
리ectricity are unlikeψ to be dere망llated as the finn pro띠ding these services 
is usu외ly a natural monopoly. A rough estimate of the fraction of the 
industry 삼lat w피 rem혀n re망llated can be estimated from data for large 
privately owned electric utilities collected by the Energy InfOI mation 
Administration (1997). This data indicates that in 1996 more 야1밍1 40% of 
the utilities' capital stock and 10% of total cost were from transmission and 
distribution. Rates for small customers are Iikely to be more 따fected by 
continued regula디on 잃 transmission and distribution cost are a larger 
fraction of their cost of seπice. For example. for one of the authors in 
California. transmission and distribution cost are appro.잉mately half of his 
monthly residential electric b피. 

3 An excellent summary of the theoretical research can be found in Evans 
and Garber (1988). The results of empi디cal tests of 삼le A-J hyp뼈lesis in 
the electric utility is mixed: Courville (1974). Peterson (1975). 없ld Hayashi 
and Trap밍ti (1976) have suppoπed the hypothesis while Moore (197이. Boyes 
(1976). and Barron 없ld Taggert (1977) have r멍ected it. One of the best 
C디디ques of the A -J model can be found in Joskow (1 974). Sheshinski (1971) 
showed that a welfare improvement occuπ if the allowed rate of retum is 
reduced from a hi힐1 level. Crew and Kleindorfer (1 981) proved a sin피ar 

result on peak-Ioad pricing. Y;하19 and Fox (l994a) demonstrate that a 
property 떠x can lead to a Pareto improvement. Recent applications of the 
model include the work by Silverman (1 982. 1985). Hsu 와ld Chen (1 99이. 
and y，없19 없ld Fox (1994b). 
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improvement in welfare. This is demonstrated by first deri찌ng 삼le 
comparative static properties of the 않X on labor, capital and 
output. Then the theoretical possibility of the welfare anomaly is 
derived. This possibili양 is verified in three numerical examples. 

11. The Corporate Profit Tax in the Rate-of-Retum 

Regu1ated Monopoly Model 

In order to detennine the necessary conditions for this welfare 
anomaly, we follow the fonnulation of the A -J model used , by Bailey 
(1973). If a profit 않X u is imposed as a fraction of the profit 
obtained by a profit-maximizing monop이ist subject to 와1 after tax 
rate of retum constraint, we obtain the following model: 

Maximize π= (1-띠(PQ- ωL-rcK) 

subject to (1- u)(PQ-ω'L) + urcK - scK드 O 

P는 0， Q::::: 0 , L는 0， and K::::: 0 

where P is price per unit of output 4 

L = labor and other noncapital inputs 

(1) 

(2) 

K = capital stock in physic머 units (e.g. , units of generating 
equipments, transmission cables and other transportation 

equipments) 

Q = f(K， 디5 

4 Which is in tum deteI'luined by a monotonically decreasing. bounded, 
and at least twice differentiable inverse demand function or g: R.→R~ with 
P ’ <0. In addition, the constraint equation (2) can be rewritten as πs 
(5-끼ck or the net profit cannot exceed the product of 5 - r 없ld 단le value of 
the capit떠 stock, cK. 

5 As usual, we assume 야lat Q is a well-behaved 없ld a least twice 
differentiable produc다on function of positive inputs or j: R.2• R.. with QL> O. 
QK>O. Qμ<0. QKK<O. Q(k.이 = Q(O.L) = O. and only the efficient portion of the 
isoquant is' considered. In addition. in order to invoke the use of the chain 
rule. we focus on the output space where the domain of 9 intersects the 
range of f In other words. we assume that the functional mapping J is 
from RF onto & such mat each e1enlent of me output space is a1SO 뻐 
image of an element in input space R}. 
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R = PQ = total revenue 6 

ω = wage rate 

c = cost per unit of physical capital 

r = financial cost of capital or wei방1ted cost of capital 

s = allowed rate of return 

The resulting Lagr하1휠an equation is 

r= (1 -u)(PQ- ωIL-rcK)- β1( 1-u)(PQ-ωIL) + urcK - scK 1 (3) 

Thε fìrst-order conditions for the interior ma뀔mization problem 
are: 

h=(l -u)(l- β)(RL-W)=O (4) 

YK= (1 -u)(l- β)RK-rc+urc+ βsc- ßurC=O (5) 

or 끊
 -끊
“
 

냈
 -빼
 

떼
 -떼
 

a”
F (6) 

ro=scK-urcK-(l-띠(PQ-ω'L)=O (7) 

Equations (4) 하ld (6) imply (RL- ω)=0 if u is not equ외 to one. 
Differentia파19 equations (4) , (5) and (7) , we ob떠in: 

(1-띠(1-β)R，μ (l -u)(1-에Rα (1- u)(ω-R，j =O 

(1-띠(1 -β)RKl. (1 - u)(1 - ß)RKK SC - urc - (1一띠RK 
(1-띠(w-R，J =O sc-urc- (1 -u)RK 0 

dL I I 0 
dK 1= 1 (1 -β)(RK -띠du 1 (8) 
dβI IIrcK +ωIL-PQ)du 

6 Follo'쩨ng conventìon, we assume that the tota1 revenue functìon is 
strictly concave and have contìnuous second-order partì려 derivatìves such 
that RlK=R!a.. 

7 This analysis follows 외ong the line of Baumol and Klevorick (1 97이 and 
B킹ley (1973). Eleg와1t results c밍1 also be obtained via the approach by 
Takayama (1 96외 킹ld EI-Hodori 킹ld T:외‘ayama (1973). 
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The second"order sufficient condition requires that the value of 
the detenninant of the first tenn in equation (8) be positive or 

IHI= -[(sc-urc)- (1-띠RKJ2(1- β)(l-u)Rμ>0 (9) 

This will require β < 1 for Ru<O and u 낯 1. The fact that 0 드 β <1 
m하tes sc - urc + uRK - RK > 0 from equa다on (6). 

Using Cramer’s rule from equa디on (9), we can derive the 
f이lowing comparative statics: 

dQ 
• >lL 

du 

ι 

dL 

du 

dL 

du 

dK 

du 

(- PQ+ wL+ rcK)RU{ 

7"' 0 
- [(sc- urc) - (1-띠RKJRu 

I1JL+rcK-PQ 
<0 

(sc-uπ)- (1 -U)RK 

dK (wL+rcK-PQ)(QLRU{ -QKRμ) 
+μ'K -

du - [sc - urc - (1 - u)RKJRu 

(1 0) 

(1 1) 

7"' U (1 2) 

It is evident from equation (l이 삼lat if RLK>O. i. e .. labor and 
capital are complements in generating revenue. a higher corporate 
profit tax will cause the employment of labor to décrease for a 
profit-making regulated monopolist. Notice that a higher profit tax 
can actually lead to 밍1 increased use of labor if labor and capital 
are substitutes in generating revenue. An examinatlon of equa디on 
(1 1) indicates immediately that a higher tax rate always leads to a 
lower employment of capital input as long as the monopolist’ s profit 
is positive. Equation (1 2) implies that if the capital is not an 
inferior input 8 야len a higher tax rate will reduce output. Well
known in the neoclassic production function (Ferguson 1969). if 
capital is not an inferior input. then QL QLK - QK Qμ >0 or R ’(QLQLK 

-QKQμ.)=QLRLK-QKRμ> O. which is the second term in the 
numerator of equa디on (1 2). In brief. under normal circumstances. 
total output and capital are negatively related to the profit tax rate. 

8 See Bailey (1973) or Ferguson (1969) for further information on inferior 
inputs. 
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However. the impact on labor employment cannot be deteIInined 
without further infolInation on 삼le sign of RJj(.9 

Iß. The Welfare Anoma1y of the Rate-of-Ret11! n RegllJated 
Monopoly Model 

In this section. we adopt the standard measure of welfare: the 
sum of consumer surplus. profit and tax revenue. The first 
component of the welfare measure is the consumer surplus lO or 

cs= J P(Q) dQ-형 (13) 

The sum of the profit and tax revenue is 

(l-u) π+uπ=PQ-ω'L-rcK (14) 

The welfare measure can be written 잃 

ωel=형-ω11，- rcK + J P(Q) dQ-혈 (15) 

Hence. the impact of a change in the corporate profit 떠x rate u 
on the welfare is 

dwel/du=(P+P’Q-QP’) dQ/du-ω(dL/ du) - rc(dK/ du) (16) 

since 

dCS/du=-QP ‘(dQ/du) 

Subs디t뼈ng equations (1이. (11). and (12) into equa디on (1 6) and 

r않rran휠ng. yields: 

9 B없ley (1973. p. 126) repoπed the s없ne results (without shu때ng the 
proof). However. we sh외1 proceed beyond these results to prove 삼le 

existence of the welfare anomaly under very gener외 conditions. 
10'n using the consumer surplus as a measure of welfare we make the 

conventional assump디on that the mar밍n허 U디lity of income is constant. 
This implies 야lat 야le p아디on of the consumers' income spent on the 
r야~lated good is rela디vely sm외]. 
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dωel/du=( -P!깅+ ω'L+ rcK) [RLK(PQL - ω)+Rμ(-PQK+rc)1 
(1 7) 

/ -[sc-ruc- (1 -u)RK1RLL 

The sign of the denominator must be positive since (1) the telIn in 
the bracket is positive due to equation (6) 밍ld 0 드 ß< 1 and (2) 
Rμ< 0 from the assumption of a sσictly concave revenue function. 
The first tenn in the numerator is negative if the monopolist makes 
a positive profit. In 상le bracket, we have PQL - W > 0 since PQL - w> 

RL-ω= 0 from equation (4) for price exceeds its marginal revenue. 
However, the sign of rc-PQK cannot be determined. That is , from 
equation (6) and 0 드 β < 1, it follows 삼lat rc-urc+ uRK-RK= 

(rc-RKHl-u)>O or rc-RK>O. But PQK>RK and hence the sign of 
rc-PQK is ambiguous. The closer 단le margin떠 revenue is to its 
corresponding price, the more likely that rc - PQK will be positive. 
Given equation (17) , we establish some sufficient conditions for the 
welfare anomaly to occur. 

Proposition 1 

Given a well-behaved demand 밍ld production functions with a 
strictly concave revenue cuπe (R"< 이， a profit tax on the rate-of
return regulated monop이ist will lead to an improvement in welfare, 
Le. , increase in the tax revenue exceeds the reductions in 
consumer surplus 와ld profit, if 삼le following three situations 
prevail: 

1. The greater the substitutability of labor and capital in 
generating revenues is, the more likely the welfare anomaly 
may occur. This in tum means that RLK has a larger 
negative value , i.e. , an addi디onal employment of capital will 
cause margin떠 revenue product of labor to decrease. 11 

2. The gap between price and mar，횡nal revenue is small for a 
힘ven output; that is, the price cannot be vel}' low on a 
given dem없ld curve. 

3. The greater the initial monopoly profit (before the 얹x) is, 삼le 

more revenue the tax authority can collect to realize this 
improvement in welfare. 

11 See Bailey (1973) for negative RLκ. 
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TAm‘E 1 
OPrIMUM SOLUTION UNDER THE CORPORATE PROFπ TAX 
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Note: Simulation results are based on the GINO package (Liebman et. al. 
1986) with the follo뻐ng par와neters: c= 1, r=0.15 , s=0.2 , ω=0.025， 

noncapital share=0.25, capital share=0.75 , P= 1-0.001Q. 

The proof is evident from equation (1 7): the third conrution that 
the greater the initial profit (-PQ +ωL+rcK<이 is the more likely 
the improvement in welfare will be , holds if the first teIIn in the 

bracket of the numerator is nega디ve. The parado;잉cal result applies 

to rufferent demand and production functions. It should be pointed 
out that each of these conditions is neither necessary nor sufficient 
for an improvement in total welfare. However, combined they repre
sent a set of useful sufficient conrutions. Natur외lý. 암le ques디on 

arises as to how relevant these conrutions are with respect to the 

rate-of-retum regulated monopoly. First. for a small or moderate 
tax rate. L and K are substitutes in the sense 야lat a reduction in 
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K is likely to be compensated Via 밍1 increase in L. For a large tax 
rate , however, both L and K will decrease as output decreases 
sha .. ply as shown in Table 1. Viewed in this perspec디ve ， ceteπs 

paπbus， a prohibitively large income tax rate will not lead to an 
improvement in total welfare. Second, the difference between price 
없ld margin외 revenue depends on the price elasticity of demand. 12 

The absolute value of the price elasticiψ of demand for elecσici양 is 
generally not large even for relatively more elastic industrial 
customers. Thus , 삼le gap between the price and margin허 revenue 
is not insignificant. This tends to prevent the welfare anomaly from 
occurring. 깐lird， althou행 some u디lity companies make positive 
economic profits , many eam low rates of retum due tö competitive 
pressures or poor investments (such as some investments in 
nuclear power plantsl. Therefore few utilities enjoy the large 
economic profits that would promote this welfare anomaly. Note 
야lat the occurrence of the welfare anomaly depends on the joint 
satisfaction of the three conditions which , as the above discussion 
indicates, would tend to be rare. Care must be exercised that 
satisfaction of the three conditions requires more information on 
production technolo잃T， dem없ld ， 밍ld revenue functions regarding 
substitutability, price elasticity 없ld curvature of total revenue 
function , which may not be readily available to decision makers. 

To facilitate the underst없lding of the welfare anomaly in 삼le 
rate-of-returll regulated model, we present in Figure 1 the 
overcapi없lization or the A-J effect on point A. Note that the 
tear-drop like cuπe in Figure la .is the projection of the profit hill 
onto the K-L space (see Z멍ac (1970)) and its boundary is defined 
by the rate-of-retum constraint. For the isoqu밍lt Qo , the ma잉mum 
profit under the rate-of-retum regulation is represented by point A 

as compared to point C without the constraint. The profit level at 
point C exceeds that at point A. Le. , π(Cl> π(Al. ln the case of 
unregulated monopoly, output remains unchanged at point C since 
a profit tax is neutral even though profit level is expected to 
decrease. A profit tax rate u would “ shrink" the whole profit as 
shown by the depressed smaller line contour (Figure la). The 
reductioll in overcapitalization manifests itself in (Ko - K1) as one 
moves from point A to B. A slight reduction in output from Qo to 

12 Specifically R’ =MR=P-P/Ed or P-MR=P/Ed where Ed is the absolute 
value of the price elasticity of demand. 
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Ql due to the profit tax leads to the relatively small reduction in 
consumer surplus Po P1 A ’ B ’ (Figure lb) while the tax revenue has 
increased noticeably since the output reduction is not likely to be 
sizeable. It is to be pointed out that if dQ/du>O (if capital is an 
inferior input) , the welfare anomaly can certainly occur. In order to 
verify our proposition , we employ: 

l. a linear demand function P= 1-0.00IQ 

2. a linear homogeneous CES function 
Q=0.5[0.25L -p+O. 75K- pr 1 / 꺼 and with c= 1, r=0.15 , 8=0.2 , 

ω=0.025 ， p=2. 

These parameters are chosen for illustration purposes and as such , 

they are not necessarily empiric떠ly accurate. Note that L measures 
all noncapital inputs (such as fuel and other material inputs). The 
simulation results are shown in Table 1. An examination of Table 1 
indicates that between corporate profit tax rates of 5% to 
appro성mately 59%, one actually obtains a “deadweight gain." To 
consider the cases in which different par밍neter values are 
assumed, we perform two more simulations using the following 
par없neter values: (1) c= 100 , r=0.15 , 8=0.2 , ω=2.5 ， noncapital 
share=0.25, capi때 share=0.75 , and P=100-0.1Q , and (2) c=100, 

r=0.08 , 8=0.09 , ω=2.5， noncapital share=0.67 , capital share= 
0.33 , P= 100 - O.IQ. The simulation results are reported in Tables 2 
and 3. As can be seen from the tables , the paradoxical result 
occurs in both cases. In Table 2 , 야le value of c is no longer 
nonnalized at one. Note that the size of ω and c are relative , and 
the inverse demand function is altered to avoid small (negative) 
price or quantity. Realistically, the value of r and 8 are rather close 
and the noncapital share could be relatively large. We take these 
factors into consideration and again find similar results as shown 
in Table 3. Note that when allowed rate of return 8 increases from 
0.09 to 0.2 , the parado잉cal result still holds. 

It c없1 now be stated that such an improvement in welfare is 
achieved without resorting to a nonlinear demand cuπe. Nor does 
it require the presence of increasing returns to scale. This occurs 
even when we employ linear demand functions. A very convex 
demand cuπe is known to give unusual results (Greenhut, Hw;와19， 

and Ohta 1974). 
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TABU: 2 
OPTIMUM SOLUTlON UNDER TIIE CORPORATE PROF1I' TAX 
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1147.2 465.3 10825.8 301.9 5735.8 16863.5 

1129.6 464.0 10764.0 627.6 5648.0 17039.6 

1110.5 462.4 10690.5 979.9 5552.5 17222.9 

1089.6 460.5 10602.0 1362.0 5448.0 17412.0 

1066.7 458.1 10493.8 1777.8 5333.3 17604.8 

1041.3 455.2 10359.0 2231.3 5206.5 17796.8 

1013.1 451.4 10188.0 2727.5 5065.4 17981.0 

981.5 446.5 9966.8 3271.6 4907.3 18145.6 

945.7 439.9 9674.4 3868.7 4728.4 18271.4 

904.7 430.8 9280.5 4523.3 4523.3 18327.1 

856.9 418.1 874 1.6 5236.4 4284.4 18262.4 

800.0 400.0 8000.0 6000.0 4000.0 18000.0 

730.3 373.8 6986.2 6781.4 3651.5 17419.2 

641.5 335.5 5628.0 7484.0 3207.4 16319.4 

623.2 327.1 5349.7 8024.6 2674.9 16049.2 

Note: Simulation results are based on the following parameter values: c= 
100. r=0.15. 5=0.2. ω=2.5. noncapital share=0.25. capital share= 
0.75‘ p= 100-0.1Q. 

TIlis paradoxic외 result may now be easily expl없ned. The 

rate-of-retum regulated monopolist tends to operate ineflìciently by 

overcapitalizing. Thus a profit tax which reduces capital use does 

not cause a substantial reduction in output. This is especially true 

if labor and capital are good subs디tutes in the production function 

and genera디ng revenue. This me윈lS that the reduction of capi떠1 

empl양ment is. to some extent. balanced out by increased labor 

input (see Table 1). π1e sm외1 decrease in output due to the hi방1er 

profit tax implies a rela디vely small decrease in consumer surplus 

despite a sizable increase in tax revenue. 1죄is implies that demand 

is relatively inelastic as is the case in utility indust.Iy. π1US 없1 
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TABLE 3 
OPTIMUM SOLUTION UNDER THE CORPORATE PROFIT TAX 

Tax Rate L K Q cs Tax 
ωel 

(%) Revenue n 

0 801.4 2549.8 478.03 11425.4 0 2549.8 13975.2 

10 801.8 2518.6 478.00 11423.5 279.8 2518.6 14222.0 

20 802.3 2480.6 477.94 11421. 1 620.1 2480.6 14521.9 
% 

% 

% 

mw 

m 
% 

% 

% 

803.0 

804.0 

805.3 

807.5 

81 1.3 

820.1 

855.7 

978.6 

2433 .4 477.87 11417.9 1042.9 2433.4 14894.2 

2373.2 477.78 11413.6 1582.1 2373.2 15368.9 

2293.7 477.65 11407.6 2293.7 2293.7 15995.0 

2183.8 477.43 11397.1 3275.8 2183.8 16856.7 

2022.3 477.06 11379.1 4718.6 2022.3 18120.0 

1761.0 476.18 11337.5 7044.6 1761.0 20142.5 

1265.8 472.25 11151.2 11391.9 1265.8 23808.8 

797.6 452.98 10259.3 15154.1 797.6 2621 1. 1 

Note: Simulation results are based on the following parameter values: c= 
100, r=0.08 , s=0.09 , w=2.5 , noncapit외 share=0.67, capital share= 
0.33 , P=100-0.lQ. 

improvem~nt in welfare is quite possible especially at low profit tax 
rates. 

IV. Concluding Remarks 

The neutrality of the corporate profit tax has been long 
established in the unregulated monopoly 밍ld perfectly competi디ve 

markets. Given that unregulated monopoly markets are rare , and 
that rate-of-retum regulated finns will continue to account for an 

important poπion certain markets , an analysis of these markets is 

warranted. This paper has shown that under some conditions , an 
income or profits tax c없1 yield 없1 improvement in total welfare. We 

show for the first time that a profit 없X on a regulated monopolist 

can alter both optimal price 밍ld quantity in the Averch-Johnson 
model. Despite the recent paπial deregulation on the u디lity 

industry in Califomia, the Averch-Johnson model remains the 

maim'ìtay in the U.S. today. The neutrality of the profit tax on 와1 

unregulated monopolist recognized by Coumot in 1838 is still one 
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of the popular topícs ín microeconomics textbooks. We have shown 
ín thís paper. however. 상lat such a tax can lessen 단le over
capitaljzation effect embedded in the Averch-Johnson model. 
Consequently. 하1 improvement ín welfare is likely when we take 
the profit of the monopolist. consumer welfare and 떠x revenue ínto 
consideration. It can occur with a linear demand function and 
homogeneous production functions. That is. it is neither a mathe
matical quirk nor a statistical fluke: it can occur in various 
conditions. However. one must be on gu강d 삼lat detenuination of 
the profit tax is more of a poli디cal matter. which is taken 
índependent of soci외 welfare consideration. 

(Received 30 Juψ 2004; Revised 9 June 2005) 
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